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Abstract
Many ant species make use of pheromone trails to coordinate food raids,
which result in emergent behaviour in the form of complex, dynamic foraging
patterns. The foraging behaviour of army ants, in particular, can be modelled
as a ’central foraging problem’, where ants leave the nest to collect and bring
back food. This thesis implements a previously defined model for foraging
army ants to investigate what ant behavioural parameters lead to optimal
solutions for three different types of food sources. These food sources are:
small and common, large and scarce, and a combination of both of these food
sizes and distributions. The model is also extended to investigate similar
scenarios where a foraging ant colony is competing with another colony for
resources. To find optimal behavioural parameters, the parameter space is
searched using a simple evolutionary algorithm. This is used to successively
’evolve’ parameters to find optimal solutions. The results show that the
optimal parameters, as well as foraging patterns that emerge, changed when
a competing colony was present. The degree to which a solution found can be
deemed ’optimal’ was highly dependent on the specific scenario. Finally, the
evolution of foraging strategies for small and common was more successful
than that of large and scarce. This research has applications in both natural
science and computer science, where applications in the former involve, for
example, swarm intelligence and optimisation algorithms.

Sammanfattning
Många myrarter använder sig av feromoner för att leta efter mat, vilket resulterar i framväxande beteenden i form av komplexa, dynamiska mönster.
För armémyror specifikt kan detta beteende modelleras som ett problem av
typen ’central foraging’, där myror lämnar boet för att samla och returnera
matresurser. Den här rapporten implementerar en tidigare skapad modell för
resurs letande armémyror för att undersöka och lokalisera beteendeparametrar till optimala lösningar för tre olika typer av matfördelningar. Dessa
matfördelningar består av: små och vanliga, stora och sällsynta och en kombination av båda föregående. Modellen påbyggs även för att undersöka liknande scenarion där ytterligare en myrkoloni konkurrerar om de tillgängliga
resurserna. För att hitta de optimala beteendeparametrarna används en evolutionär sökalgoritm där dessa parametrar succesivt utvecklas. Resultaten
visade att de optimala parametrarna, och dess tillhörande mönster formationer, skiljde sig mellan scenarion med en myrkoloni och scenarion med en
konkurrerande myrkoloni. Hur säkert en lösning kan klassificeras som optimal varierade mellan olika scenarion, där scenarion som inkluderade små matresurser var mer framgångsrika än scenarion med stora matresurser. Denna
typ av forskning har appliceringar inom både naturvetenskap och datorvetenskap, mer specifikt exempelvis svärm intelligens och optimeringsalgoritmer.
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1

Introduction

The foraging behaviour of ants plays an important role in the study of selforganization and emergent behaviour [1]. Many ant species display complex
food foraging patterns that are based on pheromone trails, wherein thousands of ants communicate by leaving pheromones as an evolved biological
mechanism of exploiting food resources in their environment [2]. Although
a single ant has a limited ability to navigate its environment to find and
collect food, the colony as a whole operates as a self-organizing system to
exploit nearby food sources [2]. This bottom-up phenomena leads to the
decentralised, collective intelligence of the colony. This has been the inspiration to the well known ant colony optimisation metaheuristic (ACO [3]),
and other developments in the field of robotics and software design.
The behaviour of pheromone-based ant foraging provides a useful example
of emergent behaviour. It is a research area that has the potential for combining both computer science and the study of ant behaviour [4]. Emergent
behaviour is not only found in nature, but also in human-made systems like
transportation systems and distributed computer networks, which are also
examples of complex systems [5]. Studying pheromone-based ant foraging
can lead to ways of emulating behaviour in nature to create robust, adaptable systems. Since these systems are inherently difficult to predict and
understand, computer modelling and simulations become an important tool
in studying emergent phenomena. Many different ant foraging models have
been proposed in the past - with applications ranging from virtual agent
simulation to developing swarm intelligence in groups of robots.
Ant foraging can be framed as a problem of ’central place foraging’ [6], which
consists of two phases: leaving the nest for food and returning to the nest
laden with food. An optimal solution is therefore one that maximises the
amount of food brought back to the nest.
Looking at real ants, the individual traits that underpin the colony’s foraging
behaviour are subject to the forces of natural selection. These evolve at the
level of the colony because ants are eusocial - the queen is only one that can
reproduce [7]. The evolutionary optimisation of these traits can be simulated
by modelling the ants as identical autonomous agents in a ’central place foraging’ problem. Evolutionary algorithms can then be applied to successively
1

evolve a foraging colony and optimise its foraging behaviour. This provides
an avenue for simulating the evolution of ant foraging behaviour and explores
how optimised food collection strategies can emerge in pheromone-based ant
species.

1.1

Overview

Army ants use pheromone trails to coordinate food raids. This thesis implements a previously defined model proposed by Deneubourg et al. [8] that
simulates the foraging behaviour and patterns of army ants. This was then
used by Ricard V. Solé et al. [9] to explore optimal food raiding patterns in
army ants that emerge for three different types of food sources.
The types of food sources were simulated by populating a grid-based army
ant foraging model with food items of different sizes and distributions. This
was done in ways that reflect the diets of three army ant species: eciton
burchelli, eciton hamatum and eciton rapax. The diets of these species are:
small and common, large and rare, and a combination of both, respectively.
The behaviour of the ants in the model are controlled by five behavioural
parameters, which form a parameter space that can be searched to find optimal solutions for different food environments. Using a simple evolutionary
search algorithm and a fitness measure, this thesis re-implements previous
work and searches for optimal behavioural parameter combinations for the
different types of food sources presented earlier.
This paper also extends this model to investigate the same question for a
foraging colony that is evolving in the presence of another colony. More
specifically, another foraging ant colony that is already specialized to that
environment.

1.2

Research question

The following research question will be explored in the re-implementation
and extension of this model:
Using an evolutionary search algorithm, what optimal ant behavioral
parameters and pattern formations emerge for different scenarios?
2

more specifically:
What evolved optimal ant behavioral parameters and foraging patterns
emerge for different food sources? Namely large and scarce, small and
common, combination of both
How do the optimised ant behavioral parameters and foraging patterns
differ when the scenario includes sharing of resources with another colony
specialized to the environment?

1.3

Purpose

Studying the optimisation of foraging strategies of simulated ants is not
only connected to the study of ant behaviour, but can also be important
in, for example, swarm robotics, which takes inspiration from social insects
[10]. Therefore, studying this subject could lead to improvements in other
scientific fields outside of direct applications. The research area also has
evolutionary implications - it shows how biologically evolved features like
pheromone-based foraging behaviour could evolve.
The extension of the model to encompass multiple colonies is relevant for
a number of reasons. One such reason is studying interspecific competition,
which in ecology is a form of competition where individuals of different species
compete for the same resources in an ecosystem [11].

1.4

Scope

The main aim of this paper is to explore what genetic traits in the model
lead to optimal colony-level food collection patterns in different scenarios and
how these strategies can be optimised through a simple evolutionary search
algorithm. The secondary goal of this paper is to describe the foraging patterns that emerge in each of these situations.
The ant foraging model is derived from the behaviour of army ants, making the model more applicable to certain species of army ants. We will be
contrasting our results with previous work by Ricard V. Solé et al. [9], but
also extending their work to encompass two army ant colonies competing for
resources. The focus is to explore and demonstrate what differences in ant
3

parameters can emerge for different food sources when there is interspecific
competition.

4

2

Background

There are several ant foraging models with different applications presented
in previous literature that this paper draws upon. Here we describe this
previous research followed by descriptions of terminology relevant to this
thesis.

2.1

Previous work

One of the earliest ant foraging models presented was created by studying the
path selection and decision-making process of the Argentine ant, inepithema
humile [12]. By using an experimental device that reduces the explorer’s
movements to a binary choice, data on the ants pheromone-trail placement
and following behaviour was collected. This was used to successfully model
and replicate the exploratory pattern of this species by evaluating parameters through analysis of the data.
Deneubourg et al. also presented a similar two-dimensional, grid-based model
for the foraging pattern of army ants [8]. The effect of food placement and
food size on the shape of the raiding patterns of ants was studied. Different
food distributions reflecting the diets of three species of army ants, namely
eciton burchelli, eciton rapax and eciton hamatum were tested to see how
they affected the spatio-temporal forager distribution in the model. The results showed that the raiding patterns for these food distributions changed in
ways consistent with patterns that emerged in nature for these three species.
More recently, Deneubourg’s work has been used by Ricard V. Solé et al.
to explore how optimised mechanisms for exploiting food resources can arise
in ant colonies. The paper analyzes the raid patterns of the three aforementioned species [9]. The parameter space representing the characteristics
of the ants was modelled and explored by means of a simple evolutionary
algorithm to find optimised ‘solutions’ - strategies that maximise food exploitation. This paper found that the optimised food raiding patterns that
were evolved for different food distributions and sizes were also consistent
with the patterns of the three army ant species.

5

2.2

Complex systems

A system can be defined as a group or combination of interrelated, interdependent or interacting elements that together form a collective entity. These
elements can interact with each other in any number of different ways. Systems are said to be complex when their perceived complicated behaviours
can be attributed to one or many of the following characteristics:
• large number of elements
• large number of relationships among elements
• nonlinear and discontinuous relationships
• uncertain characteristics of elements and relationships.
Complex systems are systems whose behaviour is inherently difficult to model
due to the many inter-dependencies that arise. It’s also difficult to predict
how a complex system will evolve. This is because the collective behaviour of
the whole is irreducible to individual behaviour. Systems that are complex
have many distinct properties that arise, one of which are emergent properties
[13].

2.3

Emergent properties

Emergent properties refers to properties that occur on the level of the system,
that arise as an unexpected consequence of local interactions of components
in that system’s population. Although it arises out of this interaction, it is a
phenomenon that can be said to belong to the system as a whole, and cannot
simply be attributed to any one component. Therefore, these behaviours and
properties have the quality of not being able to be deduced by simply summing the behaviours of the individual agents of the system, i.e. the whole is
greater than the sum of its parts. [14].
Many patterns in nature are examples of emergent behaviour. Examples
include flocking, nesting and schooling. The system’s emergent behaviour
can also be radically different from that of any of the encompassed individuals in the system. Even simple interactions, whereby an entity interacts with
other agents according to a fixed set of rules, can often lead to the emergence
of complex behaviours on the level of the collective.
6

2.4

Pheromone trails in ant species

Many organisms employ pheromones as a way of communicating. Through
these, an organism can generate and emit hormonal chemicals in order to relay a message to a member of the same species. Several insects use these as a
way of relaying information about the location and direction of food sources
when scavenging/foraging. Examples range from forest-inhabiting bees that
produce strong odours, from enlarged mandibular glands to poisonous ant
species that lay pheromone trails from their sting glands [15].
The use of pheromones as a way of sharing information about food sources
is especially well-known for many species of ants. Research on the subject
dates back to the 1800s, with the work of John Lubbock, who demonstrated
how ants use these when foraging for food. In 1962, E.O. Wilson also showed
how pheromone trails served as a positive feedback mechanism that changed
the foraging organisation of the entire ant colony and allowed it to share
information about food sources [16].
The principle behind pheromone trails is simple: Ants that return to the
nest with a food source leave behind a pheromone path that can be followed
by other ants, which in turn choose to move in directions with higher levels of pheromone concentrations. As paths leading to food will have higher
pheromone densities, increasing numbers of ants passively choose these successful paths. As a result, ant trails will converge from random paths to
streamlined routes to food sources over time. Unlike most other ant species,
army ant foragers lay pheromones not only when returning with prey, but
also, to a lesser extent, when advancing with the swarm [2].

2.5

Multi-agent simulation

Crowd simulation is the process of simulating the movement or dynamics
of a collection of individuals interacting in an environment, such as insect
swarms or groups of pedestrians. Dating back to the 1980s, it has in recent
years gained traction in many fields, its use spreading to fields beyond that
of only computer animation and simulation [17].
It can be broadly classified in terms of methodology as either macroscopic
(continuum based) or microscopic models (agent based). The first is more
7

concerned with the system as a whole and making the crowd look as realistic
as possible, whereas the second focuses on modelling individual behaviour
and the interactions between them [17].
In multi-agent simulations, cognitive models guide how each individual agent
behaves. Ant feeding patterns lend themselves particularly well to simulation with multi-agent models, which can be used to simulate the actions and
interactions of a large group of ants as autonomous virtual agents - allowing
us to assess their effect on the system as a whole [18].

2.6

Evolutionary algorithms

For any search algorithm, there are a number of possible solutions to a problem that are available and the task is to find the best possible solution. For
a small search space, the available solutions can be exhaustively searched to
find an optimal solution. However, as the search space grows in size, this
quickly becomes very impractical. Evolutionary algorithms provide one way
of performing an efficient directed search in optimisation problems.
Inspired by Darwin’s theory of natural selection, these types of algorithms
explore a search space by successively evolving a population of candidate
solutions and, at every iteration, removing poor solutions and continuing to
evolve the best solutions and/or using these to breed new solutions to keep
evolving [19].
To do this, each of the solutions needs to be awarded a score on how well it
did with regards to accomplishing the given task. This is accomplished via
a fitness function, which quantifiably measures how close a given solution is
to the optimum solution of the problem, i.e. how ‘fit’ it is.
Evolutionary algorithms excel at approximating solutions to many types of
optimisation problems as they do not make any assumption about the underlying fitness landscape. They have therefore enjoyed success in many
applications with great complexity [20].

8

3

Method

This section describes how the research was conducted, describing the models, methods and testing scenarios used to collect data.

3.1

Ant foraging model

The model presented in this paper is adapted from previous work - much of
the specific details remain the same with slight alterations. it was proposed
by Deneubourgh et al. models the foraging behaviour and patterns of army
ants.
3.1.1

Overview

The foraging behaviour of army ants can be framed as an instance of the
’central foraging problem’. In this model, ants are represented as individual, identical discrete units moving on a two-dimensional grid, upon which a
pheromone field exists. These mobile agents can be in one of two states at
any given time, which is defined as Sk(t) . Either the ant is moving away from
the nest in search of food (Sk = 1) or it is returning with one discrete unit
of food (Sk = 2).
We let ϕ(i, j) ≥ 0 be the trail concentration at position (i, j) on the grid.
As ants move, they leave behind. pheromones in different amounts, depending on which state they are in. When searching, they leave one unit of
pheromone, unless the total amount of pheromones exceeds a threshold value
of σ1 .
Similarly, when returning, they deposit q units of pheromone with a threshold value of σ2 instead. The pheromone concentration at a given position on
the grid evaporates with a decay rate of δ. More specifically, at every time
step:
ϕ(i, j) → (1 − δ)ϕ(i, j)
.
The ant movement is guided by two rules which are described below.

9

Figure 1: movement of ant in foraging model [9]
3.1.2

Probability of movement

An ant located at position (i, j) will move with a probability Pm . This probability is a function of the pheromone concentrations at the three grid points
ahead of the ant. If the ant is searching, it will be moving away from the
nest and the function will be:
φ(i + 1, j + 1) + φ(i, j + 1) + φ(i − 1, j + 1)
1
− 1)]
Pm = [1 + tanh(
2
φ∗
Similarly, when the ant is returning with food, it will be moving towards the
nest so we replace (i + 1) with (i − 1). The parameter φ∗ (we use φ∗ = 100) is
the total concentration of pheromones for which the probability of moving is
0.5. i.e. if the sum of the pheromones for the three specified grid points equal
to this value, the ant has a 50% chance of moving. Changing this value shifts
the numerical solution in the parameter space but not the actual foraging
patterns observed.
3.1.3

Which position the ant will move to

If movement is allowed to happen, the ant will move to one of these three
grid points. The choice of which one it will move to is defined by three other

10

functions: πRight ,πLef t , and πM iddle .
πRight =

1
[µ + φ(x − 1, y + 1)]2
C

1
[µ + φ(x + 1, y + 1)]2
C
πM idd/e = 1 − πRight − πLef t

πLef t =

where C is given by
C = [µ + φ(x − 1, y + 1)]2 + [µ + φ(x, y + 1)]2 + [µ + φ(x + 1, y + 1)]2
The parameter µ dictates how much an ant favors movement to empty cells
as opposed to pheromone-laden ones (we use µ = 100). More specifically,
as µ increases so does an ant’s likelihood of moving to a cell with lower
pheromone levels. There can be a maximum of Am on a cell (i, j) (this paper uses Am = 30). Therefore, movement to a cell with a number of ants
exceeding Am is not allowed. The ant instead waits and tries to move to the
next time step.
In this model, ants enter from the nest which is located at (1, L/2), where
L is the height of the grid. Every time step, a maximum of N b (we use
N b = 10) ants spawn from this location. If the nest exceeds the limit Am,
we stop adding ants for that time step.
After entering from the nest on the left side of the grid, the ant will move
towards the right side to try and find food. If they land on position where
food is located, they pick up one unit of food, turn around, and move towards
the left side of the grid. If the ant is on the position of the nest, the food
unit is successfully deposited and the ant is removed. Furthermore, if an ant
walks off the grid, they are also removed from the system.
When implementing this model, the same values for N b, µ and Am were
used as Ricard V. Solé et al. Some details were ambiguous and so logical
inferences are drawn. For instance, no restriction was placed on the number
of ants that could exist at any given one time. Also, the ants have to be on
the nest’s cell to deposit food, a detail which is not explicitly stated in this
model.

11

3.2

Evolution of a foraging ant colony

An individual ant’s behaviour and the collective foraging behaviour of a
colony composed of many such identical agents depends on five parameters,
which together form the parameter space (q, σ1 , σ2 , µ, δ). Each parameter
and what it controls is described below.
3.2.1

Behavioural ant parameters
Parameter Description
q
σ1
σ2
µ
δ

Amount of pheromones deposited
by ant that is returning
Pheromone threshold for a
searching ant
Pheromone threshold for returning ant
Attractiveness of empty cells
Pheromone evaporation rate

Table 1: Ant Parameter description
In order to explore the fitness landscape of this parameter space in search
of optimal solutions, a previously defined fitness measure and search algorithm also used by Ricard V. Solé et al is employed. This process can be said
to evolve the behaviour of a foraging ant colony.
3.2.2

Fitness function

This function takes into account that optimal foraging behaviour is one where
as many food items as possible are brought into the nest, while minimizing
the cost to the colony. It is defined as follows:
Fi =

T
X

t
αnest
t
t=1 Nants

The fitness function is calculated by measuring the food that enters the nest
t
t
(αnest
) divided by the number of ants on the grid (Nants
) at every time step
t, and then summing these up for the total duration T of the simulation.
Each simulation, whether for a single ant colony or two, was run for T =
1, 000 time steps on a 200 × 200 grid.
12

3.2.3

Search algorithm

The search algorithm is used to evolve the ant behavioural parameters of an
colony in a given environment.
It operates on a number of G generations. Each generation is composed of
N s runs of the model (we use N s = 16), where every one of the N s ’solutions’
is initially set to a random set of parameter combinations from the following
intervals: 1 < qi < 50, 0 < µi < 50, 10−3 < δi < 1, 0 < σ1 , σ2 < 1000.
For every generation, the fitness of each solution i is ascertained, defined
as Fi , where i = 1, ..., NS . A selection process is applied.
The average fitness of all the solutions F∗ is used as a threshold value.
PN s

F∗ =

j=1

Fj

Ns

Any solution i such that Fi < F∗ is deemed extinct. Extinct solutions are
replaced in one of two ways:
With probability 1 − τ , a given extinct solution i will be replaced with a
slightly modified ’surviving’ solution j. The surviving solution’s parameters will each be modified by a multiplicative amount  to create the new
solution. Given a parameter βj , then the new parameter value is given by
βi = βj (1 ± ). If βi is higher or lower than the interval defined earlier for
that parameter, it is reset to βmax or βmin , respectively.
With probability τ an extinct solution is simply replaced with a new randomly generated solution.
’surviving’ solutions are re-run in the next iteration of the algorithm. This
process is repeated for G generations. G = 40 was used instead of 30, which
is the value used by Ricard V. Solé et al.

3.3

Extending the model to two competing colonies

In order to extend this model to one where a colony is evolving in an environment where it is competing with another colony, the model was extended
to contain two foraging ant colonies instead of one.

13

Two nests were placed in the middle of the 200 × 200 grid, separated by
a distance of D = 10 units from each other. Thus, if L is the height of the
grid and D is the distance between the nests, their positions are defined by:
(1, (L ± D)/2)
These two nests and the ants leaving them follow the same rules defined
earlier for one colony. However, an ant leaving a given nest can of course
only deposit food at its own nest. only Am = 30 number of ants can be on
a given cell at any given time, etc.
The search algorithm works in the same way, as we are still evolving only
one colony, therefore no changes were made here.

3.4
3.4.1

Testing Scenarios
Food sources

To model the preferred food sources of eciton burchelli, eciton hamatum and
eciton rapax, the 200 × 200 grid was populated with food in different ways.
Ricard V. solé did so by defining Pf and F , where Pf is the probability that
a given position on the grid contains food of size F . These are the test cases
that they considered: (a) Pf = 0.05 and F = 1 (scattered arthropods, small
but common) (b) Pf = 1.25 × 10−3 and F = 1 (combination of scattered
arthropods and social insect colonies) and (c) Pf = 0.01 and F = 200 (wasp
colonies, large and scarce).
Instead of populating the grid with food in a probabilistic manner, a different approach was used in this paper. We instead define T and F , where T
is the total amount of food that is randomly placed on the grid and where F is
the size of the food source. For every testing scenario, we placed T = 20, 000
units of food on the grid (deemed appropriate after testing) and distributed
it randomly across the grid in chunks of size F . The values of F and T for
each type of food source are defined in the table below. 2.
This approach ensured that the total amount of food present in each scenario
would remain the same. Thus, when comparing two solutions for different
food sources, we can directly compare the food collected and the associated
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fitness measures to each other to see which solution did better. Using Ricard V. Solé’s method does not guarantee the same total amount of food for
different food sources.
Food source

Size (F)

Total Amount of food (T)

Large and scarce
Small and common
Combination

200
1
1 & 200

20000
20000
10000 & 10000

Table 2: Utilized food placement strategies
3.4.2

Scenarios

The different scenarios that were tested can be partitioned into two groups
and are summarized in table 3.
In the first three scenarios, a foraging colony was evolved in three different
environments populated with small and common, large and scarce, combination of the two - food sources, respectively. As mentioned earlier, this
process is executed using the search algorithm described in section 3.2.3, and
is repeated for G = 40 generations. Each of these started with a population
of N s = 16 randomly generated solutions, and the solution with the highest
fitness in the last iteration was kept. An evolved colony represents an optimised solution to a food environment.
In the second three scenarios, it was tested to see how another colony would
evolve in a given food environment whilst competing against the evolved ant
colonies in their preferred environments (mentioned above). For example,
how does an ant colony evolve in a large and scarce food environment when
competing for resources against a colony specialised to that environment?
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Food source

Competing

Opponent

Large and scarce
Small and common
Combination
Large and scarce
Small and common
Combination

no
no
no
yes
yes
yes

Large and scarce
Small and common
Combination

Table 3: Evolved ant colonies
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4

Results

In this section, data collected from the different testing scenarios (3) is presented, which includes the resulting optimal behavioural parameters for different scenarios, as well as other related graphs.

4.1

Evolution of one colony

This section presents the results from the evolutionary search algorithm for
a single colony evolving without the presence of another colony. Firstly, the
parameters of the evolved strategies as well as similar results from other studies are presented. Secondly, data collected from each run of the evolutionary
search algorithm is presented.
The results after 40 generations is shown in table 4 which include all the
parameters subject to change during the evolutionary process. Results from
similar scenarios by Ricard V.Solé et al. are shown in table 5.
Food distribution
Small and common
Combination
Large and scarce

q

µ

δ

σ1

σ2

35.4 3.7 0.06679 55 250
31.2 9.8 0.0064 179 472
5.4 5.2 0.0368 40 166

Table 4: Results from evolving colonies without presence of competing colony
3
Food distribution
Small and common
Combination
Large and scarce

q

µ

δ

σ1

σ2

47 47 2.1 ∗ 10− 3 51 390
50 48.5 3.2 ∗ 10− 3 72 675
46 47.5 2.5 ∗ 10− 3 431 592

Table 5: Results by Ricard V. Solé et al. from evolving colonies [9]
The evolved colonies in table 4 score somewhat different fitness measures
when simulated in their respective preferred environment and contain different values for the parameters e.g. pheromone secretion (q2 ) and attractiveness for empty cells (µ) upon movement. Some properties of the parameters
17

are present for all results such as a low pheromone evaporation rate and
higher pheromone thresholds for returning ants. The data collected from
running the evolutionary search algorithm which yielded the results in table
4 are presented in figure 5-7 and consists of the maximum and average fitness
measure for each generation and scenario.
The pattern formations that occur as a result of these different food foraging strategies are presented in figure 2-4.
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Figure 2: Small and common food distribution, simulation after 1000 steps

Figure 3: Combination of food distributions, simulation after 1000 steps

Figure 4: Large and scarce food distribution, simulation after 1000 steps
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Figure 5: Fitness measure per generation with small and common food distribution
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Figure 6: Fitness measure per generation with combination of food distribution

Figure 7: Fitness measure per generation with large and scarce food distribution
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4.2

Evolution of competing colony

This section presents the results from the evolutionary search algorithm
evolving a colony in the presence of another colony which has been optimised for a given food source. First, the parameters of the final solution
with the highest fitness is presented. Then, the collected data from each
run of the evolutionary search algorithm is presented. The results after 40
generations are shown in table 6 which include all the parameters subject to
change during the evolutionary process.
Food distribution
Small and common
Combination
Large and scarce

q

µ

δ

σ1

σ2

25.6 10.5 0.0102 45
31
26.1 50.0 0.0044 1000 29
46.1 4.3 0.0125 133 309

Table 6: Results from evolving colonies in the presence of a competing colony
Similar to an evolving a colony without the presence of a competing colony,
there is a low pheromone evaporation rate. The higher pheromone threshold
for returning ants is no longer consistent throughout the colonies. The data
collected from running the evolutionary search algorithm which yielded the
results in table 6 are presented in figure 11-13. The data collected consists of
the maximum and average fitness measure for each generation and scenario
as well as the fitness measure of the opponent.
The emergent patterns that occur when running the evolved food foraging
strategies, as presented in table 6, through the simulation in their preferred
food distribution can be found in figure 8-10. In these figures the green
colony represents the evolved colony and the blue colony represents the competing/opponent colony.
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Figure 8: Small and common food distribution, simulation after 1000 steps

Figure 9: Combination of food distribution, simulation after 1000 steps

Figure 10: Large and scarce food distribution, simulation after 1000 steps
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Figure 11: Fitness measure per generation with small and common food
distribution and competing colony

Figure 12: Fitness measure per generation with combination of food distribution and competing colony
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Figure 13: Fitness measure per generation with large and scarce food distribution and competing colony

4.3

Testing scenario results

This section presents the results from running all scenarios through the simulation. The data collected consists of the mean and standard deviation of
the fitness rate generated from running each scenario through the simulation
100 times. Each simulation consists of 1000 time steps.
4.3.1

Single colony

The results from running all three scenarios for a single colony without the
presence of a competing colony through the simulation are presented in table 7, together with a closer look at the fitness rate progression during one
simulation for each scenario in figure 14. The scenario with small and common food sources had the highest fitness rate, when compared to large and
scarce and a combination of food sources. It also had the smallest standard
deviation in contrast to the other food distributions, most noticeably a large
and scarce distribution.
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Scenario

Fitness Mean

Fitness Standard Deviation

Small and common
Combination
Large and scarce

0.563
0.386
0.436

0.161
0.186
0.378

Table 7: Fitness Mean and Standard Deviation for a single colony without
the presence of a competing colony

Figure 14: Fitness per timestep, example from one simulation
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4.3.2

Competing colony

The results from running all three scenarios for a simulation of a single colony
with the presence of a competing colony are presented in table 8 along with
a closer look at the fitness rate propagation for one simulation for each scenario in figure 15. The majority of colonies evolved without the presence
of a competing colony score slightly lower fitness rates when an opponent is
present, except for the colonies evolved with a combination of food sources.
All colonies evolved with the presence of a competing colony score similar
fitness rates compared to their opponent, (see table 8).
Scenario

Mean (Evolved Op)

Small and common
Combination
Large and scarce

0.513
0.455
0.345

Std. dev. (Evolved Op) Mean Std. dev.
0.050
0.097
0.232

0.400
0.505
0.360

Table 8: Fitness Mean and Standard Deviation for a single colony (Evolved
Opponent) with presence of a competing colony

Figure 15: Fitness per timestep, example from one simulation
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0.144
0.230
0.234

5

Discussion

In this section numerous aspects of this report are discussed, mainly centered
around the results and their validity and meaning but also general discussion
about the project, its limitations and how it can be extended.

5.1

Search algorithm

The evolutionary search algorithm and the improvement it gave in terms of
fitness varied for different testing scenarios. As can be seen on figure 5-7 and
11-13, the evolutionary search algorithm produces better, and more positive
fitness improvement curves for smaller food sources, while the results from
evolving a colony in a scenario with large and scarce or a combination of food
sources yields a larger variation in the achieved maximum fitness. This can
also be seen in table 7 where the achieved fitness for the scenario with large
and scarce food distribution scores a significantly higher standard deviation,
indicating a larger spread of achieved fitness measures between simulations.
Possible explanations for this effect could be that the variation in food that is
reachable by the colony is higher with larger food sources, creating a larger
spread in the amount of food collected by the colony for different runs of
the simulation. This explanation corresponds to the results of running the
different test scenarios, shown in figure 14, where the colony specialized on
large and scarce food distribution has a large initial spike in food collected at
start of the simulation. This is likely due to a fortunate placement of large
food sources near the nest position.
Given that the search algorithm evaluates a certain solution by running a
simulation just once and then evaluating the fitness of that run, this value
can be viewed as an approximation of the true fitness of a particular solution. For this reason, test scenarios that have higher levels of variation and
exhibit higher levels of stochasticity are at a disadvantage in the evolutionary
process. This is because the fitness approximation will be more likely to be
off the mark. An optimal solution therefore runs a higher risk of being discarded for scenarios that exhibit higher levels of stochasticity, which would
correspond to the large spikes and slopes in fitness measure that occur when
running the search algorithm with larger food sources, see figure 7 and 13.
With that said, it can be deduced that the results could be deemed insuffi28

cient in answering the research question regarding what parameter set yield
the most optimal foraging strategy when dealing with large and scarce food
sources.
However, the same can not be be said when evaluating the scenarios with
small and common and a combination of food sources as compared to the
data collected with large and scarce food sources. For these scenarios there
is a clearer trend, showing a steady increase in maximum fitness measure per
generation in the evolutionary algorithm, see figure 5-6, as well as a smaller
spread in between simulations, see table 7.

5.2

Evolved behavioural parameters

This section discusses the solutions generated by the evolutionary algorithm
for the testing scenarios, see table 3. First, the results from evolving a single
colony without the presence of another colony are discussed, followed by the
results from scenarios where a colony is evolving in the presence of another
colony.
5.2.1

Single colony

Some of the results from table 4 are in line with what the corresponding
study by Ricard V. Solé et. al. found [9]. Properties present for all scenarios
in table 4 that correspond to the results of the previous study consist of:
higher pheromone threshold for returning ants as well as a low pheromone
evaporation rate. However, not all properties correspond to earlier research.
Most noticeably, the attractiveness of empty tiles in our results is consistently
lower than that of previous research. This could suggest that the chosen approach for food distribution rewards less exploration by the ants. However,
it could also be that different parameter trends such as lower attractiveness
of empty tiles could be an equally valid strategy in these scenarios.

5.2.2

Competing colony

The results from evolving a colony with the presence of another colony specialized on the environment gave different results then the previous scenarios.
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An example of these diverging results are the scenarios with small and common and a combination of food sources that have a higher attractiveness of
empty tiles (µ) and lower pheromone thresholds for returning ants (σ2 ), see
table 6 . This combination of parameters could be an indicator for the need
of more exploration, achieving this by hindering trails to food sources from
getting too pheromone dense and thereby have less pheromones to evaporate,
pushing the agents to explore new paths. Due to the presence of a competitor, the need for more exploration could also be greater, as it’s important to
spread out and collect the food before the competitor.
Similar to the evolution of a single colony, the evolution process with the
presence of a competing colony yields better more steadily increasing results for scenarios with food distributions that includes smaller food sources.
Again, the test scenario results using colonies specialized on large and scarce
food sources yield a larger variation, see table 8. This indicates that the
results for the scenarios with small and scarce and a combination of food
sources are probably closer to an optimal solution for these environments.

5.3

Pattern formation

Precisely how the parameters are subject to change during the evolutionary
algorithm and how this affects the emergent behavior cannot be deduced by
simply reasoning. Therefore, a visual analysis and comparison with previous
work of the pattern formations that occur when running the simulation is
made.
The patterns that emerge when running the simulation with the solution parameter sets from table 4 yield visually similar results to previous research.
Large and scarce food sources resulted in larger single trails, and small and
common and a combination of food sources yielded more fractal like patterns,
see figure 2-4.
An initial hypothesis regarding the emergent patterns that emerge from
evolving the colonies in table 6 is that they will be similar to the opposing colony. However, the results say otherwise - as discussed in the previous
section. Most of the emergent patterns that arise from the colonies in table
6 differ from their opponent. For small and scarce food sources the trail for
the evolved colony are much thicker, which could be an effect of the small
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pheromone thresholds combined with a high attractiveness of empty tiles.
For a combination of food sources, the emergent patterns results in a dense
trail, similar to that of larger food sources. For large and scarce food source
the emergent pattern is similar to its opponent with few large trails. These
results indicate a need for a colony to develop different food foraging strategies when an opponent is present, as opposed to when it is operating alone
in the same environment.

5.4

Future work

There are many aspects of this thesis that can be extended in future studies.
One such aspect is using and comparing different evolutionary search algorithms to the one presented in this thesis. The results show that the search
algorithm implemented here may not be very well-suited for all scenarios
explored in the report, as stated previously. As discussed earlier, there are
some problems with the evaluation of a single solution, which could be addressed in future research by using multiple simulation runs to calculate the
average fitness measure in order to achieve a better fitness approximation.

6

Conclusion

How optimal the solutions are for different testing scenarios varies; small
and common food sources tend to yield better results in terms of evolutionary progression and stability. The behavioural parameters that yield the
most optimal solutions vary depending on the scenario, see table 4 and 6
for individual solutions. For a single colony, higher pheromone threshold for
returning ants seems to be preferable, in combination with a low attractiveness of empty tiles. When competing with another colony optimised for the
environment, other strategies tend to be more beneficial in the majority of
scenarios, visible via differences in parameter solutions and emergent pattern
formation. For example, smaller food sources yielded a solution that focused
more on exploration of new routes, as represented by the higher attractiveness of empty tiles and smaller pheromone thresholds for returning ants.
The food foraging patterns that emerge differ as a consequence of the different strategies arising from parameter combinations. The foraging patterns
for running a single colony through the simulation are in line with previous
31

research, yielding single trails for large food sources and more fractal like
patterns for smaller and combination of food sources.
The foraging patterns from running the evolved colonies with the presence of
another colony through the simulation showed that the colony did not adapt
to the environment in the same way as its opponent. Small and scarce food
sources resulted in a broader, thicker, single trail. A combination of food
sources yielded a dense single trail. Lastly, large and scarce food sources
resulted in a similar pattern, displaying few large foraging trails.
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